
From now on, you can fuse virtual and real worlds with the use of AR technology
to your valuable customers.
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Augmented Reality Technology (AR)

Augmented Reality Technology (AR)? 

Features and Benefits:

AR technology can bring much amazing experience to your 
customers. Demonstrate your products to your customers in a 
more vivid and interesting way in exhibitions. For toy industry, 
more diversi�ed games can be derived from smart use of AR 
technology. More interestingly, to the real estate industry, this 
can help potential customers imagine how the future residential �at will look like. Thus, AR technology is a perfect 
tool for visualizing your products and impressing your potential clients!

Have you ever seen extinct dinosaurs live in 3D, and even taking 
photos with them?

This is an innovative way to show designated product features or 
scenes. Just with a smartphone or tablet with our associated 
mobile apps, virtual objects will interact with real objects. It also 
supports 3D graphics environment. 

What is

Case Study1:

For ipad 2-4 and ipad mini users

Together with the Innovation and Technology Commission, we were pleased to 
present the AR technology at the Innocarnival 2013 held in early Nov in Science 
Park. 
Apart from visiting the priceless skull of dinosaur inside the “Dinosaur House”, the 
public could see the 3D dinosaur moves vividly through the iPad screen with AR 
Technology. Publics were all amazed by the 3D dinosaur that present in front of 
them. They could also take pictures together with the 3D dinosaur using the iPad.   
AR Technology propelled the audience's experience one big step forward, bringing 
fantasy to reality.

Let’s Try It!



Sources  from: 
Sing Tao Daily, 
27th Mar, 2014

Our Clients:

For iPhone user

For Android user

Human body with an animal head? Let s 
create by using our app!

‘

AR technology can also be applied to children learning tools. We are honored to have created a joyful mobile 
app with AR Camera in collaboration with MiQiMiQi. Download our apps and point the AR Camera towards the 
colourful MiQiMiQi animal masks, di�erent 3D animal heads will jump out from the screen, corresponding to 
the animals which represent the children's personalities. Children enjoy much and have a great time especially 
when they take funny photos with those animal heads.
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Let’s Try It!Case Study2:

From the Media:

ACT NOW!
Start your tailor-made app and stand out from the rest of the crowd!

To get a FREE consultation, please contact:
     address: Unit 313, 3/F, IC Development Centre, 6 Science Park West Ave,
                       Hong Kong Science Park, Shatin, Hong Kong
telephone: +852 3482 5035
         email: info@joyaether.com
 Facebook: facebook.com/JoyAetherLimited
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